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University looks at energy costs
CFO, Directors
set goals to lessen
oncoming rise in
electricity costs
Brian Asbury

Aeronautica Editor

JONATHAN METTIN/AVION

THE LIGHTS SHINE DOWN on an empty Crotty Tennis Complex late Sunday night. The University is looking into ways to cut
down on energy costs, including limiting the lighting for athletic facilities when they are not being used by athletes.

Kumar to challenge
Clapper in elections
SRB elections pool
more than doubled,
SFB to see new faces
Jonathan Mettin
Editor-in-Chief

Incumbant Nate Clapper will be challenged for the
leadership of the Student Government Association
by Shaliesh Kumar, according to a list of candidates
provided by Elections Committee Chair Kerrin
Bullock.
Clapper will be running with his current treasurer
Natalie Anaya, but is changing his vice president.
Current Student Representative Board member Ryan
Hattan will be on the Clapper ticket.
The Kumar ticket includes vice presidential candidate Zachary Smith and treasurer candidate Jocelynn
Dunn. All will be new faces in the SGA if elected.
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Maloney pitches no-hitter

In a stark contrast to last year, the SRB candidate
list is 45 candidates long for 19 seats. Last spring,
only 18 students ran for 21 seats, making the elections immaterial as every candidate was automatically awarded a seat.
Of the 45 candidates running, 13 currently serve
on the SRB, several of them with multiple terms
under their belt.
Thirteen candidates are up for election to the sixperson panel of the Student Finance Board, which
handles club funding and other financial endeavors
of the SGA.
Only three incumbants - Francesca Martino,
Lindsey Kurtz and Paul Zigler - are running for
reelection. Zigler has served for the past two years,
Martino was elected last year and Kurtz was elected
internally to replace the graduated Rob Molard for
the spring semester.
The SGA elections will take place on Thursday,
April 5 and Friday, April 6. Students will be able to
vote on the Flight Deck and on Blackboard.
After the break, continue checking The Avion for
full SGA elections coverage, including in-depth profiles of the two executive tickets.

GREG FRECHETTE/AVION

CHRIS TEZAK/AVION AND PHOTO COURTESY SHALIESH KUMAR

SGA PRESIDENT NATE CLAPPER (left) will be challenged by newcomer Shaliesh Kumar (right) in the
upcoming Student Government Association elections. While only two executive tickets are running, there
are 58 candidates for 25 seats on the Student Representative Board and Student Finance Board.
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Recently, several directors from both the
Daytona Beach and Prescott Campuses went
on a two-day retreat to discuss plans to reduce
the energy used on campus, led by Chief
Financial Officer Eric Weekes. The Daytona
Beach campus used $2.5 million in electricity alone in the 2005-2006 fiscal year, with
just over $1 million more in natural gas and
water. This represents a 28 percent increase in
electricity costs and a 66 percent increase in
natural gas from the previous year.
Currently, the University spends $1.96
per square foot per day for electricity on the
Daytona Beach campus. With the current average rate of increase, this will be an astounding
$4.56 per sq. ft. by the 2010-2011 fiscal year
– not including the 130,000 sq. ft. of building
space currently being built (the new academic
complex, residence hall and fitness center, an
expected $500,000 annual increase in utilities).
Natural gas averages $0.47 per sq. ft. currently,
with an expected increase to $1.21 per sq. ft.
by FY10-11.
The Lehman building, which houses the
Beowulf server, used about 250,000 kiloWatt-hour per month in FY04-05 and closer
to 300,000 kWh in FY05-06. This resulted
an average $12,500 per month and $16,000
per month respectively, with an astounding
spike to an average $22,000 per month for
the Spring ’06 semester alone. The Student
Center’s average hovered around 145,000

kWh per month for both the FY04-05 and
05-06 year. However the FY05-06 years average was brought down only by the Christmas
break and Summer A being much lower than
normal. This was not the case for FY04-05.
In an effort to combat this inevitably increasing cost, the CFO has teamed up with the
Directors of Business, Facilities and Budget
and Planning from both campuses to actively
initiate steps to reduce these costs. The team
proposed a two-stage plan, consisting of shortterm and long-term initiatives.
Short-term objectives include turning off
computers at night, which saves approximately $44 a year per computer. The DB campus
has 3,600 computers in offices and labs, which
would total a savings of over $158,000 year.
The next step would be limiting air conditioning to between 72 and 76 degrees during the summer and 68 and 72 in the winter
months, which can save an estimated 16 percent in energy costs.
Other steps include limiting athletic lighting during for non-athletic events, installing
motion sensors in dorm room lighting and the
elimination of space heaters.
Long-term initiatives include modifying
construction standards for more efficiency,
including features such as waterless urinals,
energy-efficient windows and doors and
converting HVAC controls to web-based.
Increased reflectivity factor on building envelopes and rooftops will also help conserve
energy. The team also is planning to retrofit
restroom fixtures and showers to low-flow
valves.
The team will be monitored by providing
quarterly progress reports to the Daytona
Beach Administration and University Cabinet,
as well as an energy conservation website. The
effort is to not only stop the increase in utilities
cost, but to also reduce it.
The Avion attempted to contact the
team members, but their offices reported
that all were out of town and unavailable
for comment.

CHRIS MALONEY PITCHED A complete game no-hitter on Saturday, only allowing three baserunners while striking out eight in the Eagles’ 3-0 win over Georgetown (Ky.). Maloney approved to 3-1
on the year and lowered his ERA to 2.19.

Pyle makes
the pro circuit
down under

Gov’t looking ‘300’ is a
to satellites for conservative
traffic control body count
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Freedom, religion co-existing?
By students, for students.
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The American Civil Liberties
Union (ACLU) held a seminar
chaired by Dr. Reinhold Schlieper
about the past and future of the
freedom of religion last Wednesday,
March 7.
The seminar, which was held in
room A109, drew members from
the faculty, community, and student
body. Starting just after 6 p.m., the
event packed the room, with more
people drifting in and out for a half
hour or so.
The evening started off with
Schlieper introducing the topic of
the evening, by way of a quote
about the First Amendment and
its bearing on American freedom
of religion. The quote ended with
the lines “Can the religions of our
culture and their leaders assure and
support … basic freedoms? How
can they do so?” George Griffin,
chapter leader of the Volusia/Flagler
chapter of the Florida ACLU, also
gave a short introduction into the
night’s purpose and introduced the
mission of the ACLU.
This led into a 30 minute movie
about the ACLU’s work on the topic
of religious freedom of practice and
expression, with several case studies about examples of oppression in
schools, work, and elsewhere.
After this, the seven guest speakers were given chances to describe
their particular religion’s standpoints in a historical and modern
perspective about the issue of
religious freedoms in the United
States.
Rabbi Howard Schwartz was the
first to speak, talking about how
historically Jews have supported
the basic freedom of choice of
religion; given their religion’s history, Schwartz said, “how could
we not?” He said that no religion
should be imposed, since all places
of worship are houses of God, and

added that he as an individual and
in groups like the one there had
proven to him that discussion on
this topic was beneficial and more
than possible.
A perspective on the UnitarianUniversalist religion was given
by Reverend Bud Murphy.
Murphy started with a brief history of the Unitarian church, and
how it merged with the Univer
salist church last century. The fact
that the two groups merged, along
with the fact that this particular
branch is a creedless branch of
Christianity (allowing each
individual to interpret scripture as they see fit),
let him suggest
that Unitarian-

Universalists
inherently support the
freedom of religion. However, he
noted that assurances are not as
important as actions, and that this
should be considered.
Reverend Michael Fronk presented the Baptist viewpoint,
which included that their variant
of baptism itself is a profession of
faith; compared to baptizing children, this requires a more active
pronouncement of faith from those
being baptized, which is an internal

support of the religious freedom
movement. He added that Baptism
emphasized a liberty of conscience,
that the interpretation of scripture
was a personal freedom that should
be exercised.
Catholicism and non-American
perspectives were both presented
by Michael O’Neill, a Scottish
Catholic Priest. He’s seen the
effect of American involvement
in Catholicism in the past few
decades, especially through the
Second Vatican Council, but as a
Scot, he’s “not too impressed” with
the way things are
being handled
in America;

Americans
need to practice
what they preach,
focusing on actions
and not so much “glorious
traditions.”
Lady Vivienne D’Avalon, an
eclectic Wiccan, offered personal
examples of how she had faced
problems communicating her religion to others through her life,
from her parents in high school
to her coworkers nowadays; this
extends into the military, where
Wiccans cannot serve as ministers,
and in the office, where her affinity
for Harry Potter have led to others
treating her differently, something

ERAU on top 100 for families
Press Release

Embry-Riddle Aero. Univ.
Embry-Riddle
Aeronautical
University was named one
of Central Florida’s Top 100
Companies for Working Families at
the Top 100 Awards Luncheon held
Aug. 4, 2006, at the Rosen Plaza
Hotel in Orlando.
Compiled annually by the
Orlando Sentinel and published
in the Aug. 6 edition of the newspaper’s Florida magazine special
section, the Top 100 list honors the
local companies most committed to
family-friendly policies. Applicants
are judged on their family-related
benefits, work environment, communication network, and training
opportunities.

Embry-Riddle has 2,000 fulltime employees worldwide, 1,255
of them in Central Florida. The
world’s largest university specializing in aviation and aerospace,
Embry-Riddle educates more than
32,000 students annually.
“We’re very proud to have been
named to the Top 100 list for the
second year in a row,” said Irene
McReynolds,
Embry-Riddle’s
director of human resources. “It
reflects our ongoing commitment
to assisting our employees and
their families in every way we can.
Not only do our benefits rival that
of any employer in Central Florida,
we also offer additional benefits
that only a university can provide.”
Tuition waivers, a paid timeoff plan, and health insurance are
among the most popular benefits at

Embry-Riddle for employees and
their families, with some benefits
available to domestic partners as
well.
Employees and their family members have access to a world-class
education at Embry-Riddle through
100 percent waivers of tuition for
credit courses and 25 percent waivers of flight lab fees. More than 30
undergraduate and graduate degree
programs in aviation/aerospace,
engineering, business, and related
fields are available. As a bonus,
Embry-Riddle’s participation in
a national tuition exchange program allows dependent children of
employees to choose between 500
U.S. colleges and universities to
attend tuition-free.
Health insurance at Embry-Riddle
includes medical, dental, vision,

and retail and mail-order pharmacy
coverage for employees and their
families. All eligible employees
who retire while covered by these
plans are eligible for retiree coverage until age 65. Employees can
pay for certain medical expenses
with pre-tax dollars through a flexible spending account.
Embry-Riddle makes sure its
employees get plenty of time to
spend with their families, starting
with 10 paid holidays each year,
plus the business days between
Christmas and New Year’s Day.
Workers also accrue personal leave,
which is used for vacation, illness,
and so on, and increases with years
of service. New employees earn
between 12 and 18 days of personal
leave in their first year of full-time
employment.

Go Body!

PowderPuff Football 2007

Press Release

Aaron Clevenger, Director of Student Activities
Heather Kenney, Asst. Director of Student Activities
Dr. Tom Vickers, Professor of Humanities
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which is difficult to prove in the
way that the ACLU traditionally
has tried to work. She suggested
that support from her group of
friends in college, as well as teaching tolerance to her children, will
help lead to a better world for the
religious situation in the future.
Bob Stevenson, a secular humanist, provided a very unique view on
the topic by saying that the institutions are a threat to the idea of religious freedom. Putting faith in and
teaching about myths is a dangerous proposition, since while people
are nice in small groups, large
groups can make for problems.
Putting science and reason first is
more important, and the philosophy
of “I may be wrong” is a much less
confrontational view than many of
the other religions. He concluded
by saying that one of the biggest
problems many atheists have is the
definition of God; he agrees with
the definition that it is indefinable,
for example.
Lady Draikaina spoke last, about
the Santeria perspective.
Her
interpretation followed the idea
that knowledge is power, and that
understanding the idea behind God
is more important than trying to
label the idea. Freedom of religion
has always been in our hands, she
said; we simply try to take the
easy way out, instead of identifying what God gives us and who we
really are.
After each speaker gave their
abbreviated lectures (speakers were
limited to five minutes or so, which
Fronk said was kind of like farting
at a skunk; despite the thought, it
doesn’t work the way it is intended), the floor was opened for questions and comments from the audience. The common vein through all
the night, and the thought that was
referenced many times by the audience in the two hours the discussion
lasted, was that it was a great experience to be able to discuss things
in such an open setting.

CHRIS TEZAK/AVION

APPROXIMATELY 170 PEOPLE ATTENDED the Panhellenic sponsored Fifth Annual PowderPuff Football game held on Sunday March 4th. Carrying the ball is Francesca Martino from ΣΣΣ,
while members of the winning gold team try to stop her momentum.

The Center for Professional
Education
at
Embry-Riddle
Aeronautical University, in association with Fitness Technologies Inc.,
a leader in fitness and allied health
information transfer, have begun
accepting enrollment in Personal
Physiology: Your Body & You, a
new Embry-Riddle Premier Series
in continuing education courses
offered in a convenient, self-paced,
online format.
The courses, originally developed to assist allied health and
fitness professionals, are intended
for individuals who are interested
in improving their physical wellbeing. Whether your job requires
strenuous activity or simply sitting
at a desk, there are techniques available to assist you in enhancing your
ability to deal with physical and
psychological stress.
Embry-Riddle is launching this
program in partnership with Dr.
Frank I. Katch, a world-renowned
researcher, author, and lecturer on
human physiology. The courses provide a scientific foundation in interval training, resistance training, unilateral training, and plyometrics, as
well as an understanding of societal
factors and warning signs that point
to problems such as eating disorders and overtraining. Participants
read course materials online and
take learning assessments at their
own pace. The university provides
Continuing Education Units (CEUs)
for successful completion of its professional education courses.
For more information, contact the
Center for Professional Education
at (866) 574-9125 from 8 a.m. to 5
p.m. Monday through Friday. or to
register online, go to
http://www.erau.edu/ec/soctapd/
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Eagles win three close home contests
Abe Osheyack

ERAU Sports Info. Dept.
DAYTONA
BEACH,
Fla.
— Junior Kyle Albright’s walkoff
home run in the bottom of the ninth
inning lifted Embry-Riddle to a
thrilling 9-7 win over Siena Heights
(Mich.) on Tuesday afternoon.
After fouling off the first pitch on
a 3-2 count, Albright tucked the ball
just inside the left field foul pole to
send the Eagles to victory. “I had an
idea when I hit it,” said Albright. “It
was a two-strike adjustment. I had
just fouled the last one straight up,
and I and had to learn from the pitch.
I had to get on top.”
Poor defense looked to have
doomed Embry-Riddle, as Steven
Howard’s error trying to scoop up
a ground ball allowed the Saints to
turn a 6-3 deficit into a 7-6 lead.
After spotting the Saints (0-8) two
runs in the first, ERAU (18-6) tied
the game in the bottom half on a
RBI groundout from Amadis Padilla
and a sacrifice fly from Albright.
The Eagles looked to have the game
in hand with a two run burst in the
fourth sandwiched by single runs in
the third and fifth innings.
Albright drove in his second run
of the game with a double in the
third, while John Prano drove in his
first run of the season with a fourth.
Branden Roper-Hubbert bunted
for a base hit in fifth to give the
Eagles a 6-2 lead.
The Saints got one back in the
top of the sixth on double to right
from Mark Pauwels, and the wheels
nearly fell off for Embry-Riddle in
the second. Paul Cinder came on
in relief of starter Albright and hit
two batters, and Howard bobbled
a grounder from Steve Bayoff.
Four consecutive hitters reached
for Siena Heights, and lefty Chris
Maloney was brought on in relief.
Maloney (2-1) was superb,

striking out five of the first seven
batters he faced and stifling any
Siena Heights’ rally to set the stage
for the ninth inning drama. After
Prano struck out to open the inning,
Howard and Danny Martin reached
on consecutive base hits, and after
Padila’s bunt attempt popped up to
the catcher, Martin scored on a wild
pitch, and Albright ended the game
with a rocket off of Saints reliever
Anthony Flagg.
DAYTONA
BEACH,
Fla.
— Junior Chris Maloney pitched
a complete game no-hitter, facing
three batters over the minimum to
lead Embry-Riddle to a 3-0 win over
Georgetown (Ky.) College.
Maloney (3-1) was perfect
through the first five and two-thirds,
before Tigers’ centerfielder Chris
Wilkerson broke up the perfect
game with a walk. The only other
Tigers to reach base were designated
hitter Josh Franklin and pinch hitter
Austin Sparks.
“I just went at it like I do every
day,” said Maloney, who lowered
his ERA from 2.89 to 2.19 with his
eight strikeout performance. “I’m
just happy that we won.”
The Eagles (19-6) got the winning
run in the third inning, when Steven
Howard reached on an infield hit,
stole second, and scored on a single
to left from Kyle Albright. EmbryRiddle added insurance runs in the
fifth and sixth on an infield hit from
Howard and a fielders choice from
Branden Roper-Hubbert.
Albright, who made his first start
of the season at third base, finished
2-for-3, while Colin Gray, who
started at shortstop for the first time
was 2-for-4. Howard continued his
hot hitting, batting 3-for-4 with an
RBI and a run scored.
The Eagles tagged Tigers starter
Nick Roberts for 11 hits in six
innings, as seven of Embry-Riddle’s

nine starters had at least one hit.
DAYTONA BEACH, Fla. — No.
18 Embry-Riddle used three scoreless innings of relief from junior
Steven Howard and an eighth inning
rally to squeak past No. 13 Bellevue
(Neb.) 5-3 on Sunday afternoon.
The Bruins grabbed a 1-0 lead in
the first inning, as Zach Weidenaar
doubled and scored on a wild pitch.
Embry-Riddle retook the lead in the
bottom half, as hits from Amadis
Padilla and Chris Trappy and a walk
to Brandon Decker loaded the bases,
and Colin Gray knocked in two runs
with a double to left.
The pitchers took over for the
next few innings, as Bellevue’s Nick
Love (L, 2-2) retired seven straight
from the second to the fifth, while
Eagles’ counterpart Brian Letko
set down eight before giving up a
double to Weidenaar in the fifth.
Carlos Jackson’s single to right
scored Weidenaar, tying the score,
and the Bruins went ahead in the
next inning, using a single from
catcher Josh Northrup and an
Embry-Riddle error to put courtesy
runner Nick Hamsa at third, where
he scored on a fielders choice from
Shawn Lee.
Embry-Riddle (20-6) retied the
game in the seventh when Martin
singled, stole second, and scored on
Trappy’s single to left. Martin was
again the catalyst in the eight, doubling in Branden Roper-Hubbert,
who had singled in Gray.
Howard (4-1) was stellar in relief
of Brian Letko, who went the first
six with five strikeouts and two
walks. Howard worked out of a
bases loaded jam in the ninth, striking out Northrup looking and inducing pinch-hitter Mike Pratt to fly out
to right to end the game.
Editor’s note: Monday’s game
against the Bruins ended too late to
make this edition.

CHRIS TEZAK/AVION

KYLE ALBRIGHT SMACKED A bottom-of-the-ninth, two-out, full-count pitch over the left-field fence to
give the Eagles a 9-7 comeback win over Siena Heights (Mich.).

Alumnus Pyle goes pro
Press Release

ERAU Sports Info. Dept.

Track signs recruits, gets
All-American honors
Alison Smalling

ERAU Sports Info. Dept.
DAYTONA
BEACH,
Fla.
— Embry-Riddle head track and
field and cross country coach Mike
Rosolino has announced the signing of three male student-athletes
for the 2007-08 season in Russell
Snyder, Alex Green and Will Quinn.
The coaching staff is looking for the
trio to help the Eagles bring home
their third straight conference and
regional cross country titles in 2007,
and all three are expected to impact
the track program.
Snyder (St. Petersburg, Fla.)
will graduate from Northeast High
School later this spring. He is a
two-sport athlete who has competed
in swimming and cross country at
Northeast, where he received AllCounty and MVP honors in addition to being named team captain in
2006. He ran a personal-best 16:13
in the 5K last season and will major
in Computer Science at EmbryRiddle.
Green is a Grand Rapids, Mich.
native who currently attends
Northview High School. A four-year
letterwinner at Northview, Green
was selected to the All-Conference
and All-Region teams twice,
earned team MVP honors and was
named team captain. He was also
named to the All-Confernce team
twice in his three seasons with the
track team. His personal best times
include a 4:31 mile and a 16:28 in
the 5K. Green’s expected major is
Aeronautical Science.
Quinn will graduate from
Whitehouse High School in

Whitehouse, Texas in May 2007. A
three-time regional qualifier in cross
country, Quinn won the district title
in 2006 and was a state qualifier
in 2005. In track, he qualified for
regionals twice in the 3,200m and
once in 1,600m. He will be majoring in Aerospace Engineering.

JOHNSON
CITY,
Tenn.
— Members of the Embry-Riddle
men’s and women’s track teams
began competition at the NAIA
Indoor Track and Field National
Championships at Memorial Center
on Thursday.
The Embry-Riddle women had
a good showing as the distance
medley relay team of Lori Costello,
Kristen Phelps, Beth McCubbin and
Alex Salinas ran a 12:33.13 to place
third in their heat and qualify for the
finals to be run on Saturday.
On the men’s side, the quartet of
Drew Moses, Aaron Fuquay, Corey
Grafe and Owen Omoregie recorded
a new Embry-Riddle indoor record
in the 4x400m relay, crossing the
line in 3:19.23.
Action continues at the national
championships on Friday with the
Eagles competing in the men’s 60m
hurdles, 400m dash, 600m run,
1,000m run, triple jump and high
jump, and the women’s 60m dash,
200m dash, 1,000m run and triple
jump.
JOHNSON CITY, Tenn. — For
the second year in a row, sophomore
Beth McCubbin advanced to the
finals of the 1,000m, as the Eagles
closed out the second day of com-

petition in the NAIA Indoor Track
and Field National Championships
on Friday. McCubbin turned in a 3:
01.70 and will try to repeat her AllAmerica performance from a year
ago in Saturday’s finals.
Freshman Kristen Phelps continued to lower Embry-Riddle records
as she raced to a 25.93 in the 200m
dash.
Howard Walls ran an 8.38 in
the preliminary round of the 60m
hurdles to advance to the semifinals,
but just missed qualify for finals
after running an 8.48 in the semis.
The Eagles close out competition at the national championships
on Saturday with McCubbin in the
finals of the 1,000m and Phelps
and Ike Williams in the triple jump.
Phelps and McCubbin will also
partner with Alex Salinas and Lori
Costello in the finals of the distance
medley relay.
JOHNSON CITY, Tenn. —
Sophomore Beth McCubbin earned
All-America honors for the second
straight year after placing fifth in
the finals of the 1,000m at the NAIA
Indoor Track and Field National
Championships at Memorial Center.
A Palm Harbor (Fla.) High School
graduate, McCubbin led for much of
the last lap but was unable to hold
on for the win, crossing in 3:00.36
behind Olivet Nazarene’s Carmin
Green who won the event in 2:
55.85.
McCubbin and the Eagles open
up the outdoor season on March 24,
when they host the ERAU Relays at
the Embry-Riddle Track and Field
Complex.

Golf wins another tourney
Alison Smalling

ERAU Sports Info. Dept.
SAVANNAH, Ga. — The second-ranked Embry-Riddle
women’s golf team came from five strokes back to win its
second straight tournament, as they captured the SCAD
Spring Invitational hosted by Savannah College Art and
Design at the Wilmington Island Club on Tuesday.
The tournament, which featured five ranked teams, saw
the Eagles shave 11 strokes off their first round score to finish with a 36-hole total of 645 (328-317), edging day one
leader Shorter (323-323) by a stroke. No. 14 SCAD finished
third (652), No. 7 Berry was fifth (660), No. 10 Mobile was
sixth (666) and No. 17 Northwood (Fla.) took seventh (685)
Tara Allen and Albane Flamant (160) paced the Eagles
on the second day, each carding a 78. Allen, who made a
tremendous comeback after shooting 86 on the first day,
finished at 164 and was tied for 18th overall with teammate
Jocelyn Dunn (83-81) who had a career-best outing. Anna
Haller was the Eagles’ overall leader, as she finished tied for
sixth with a two-day score of 159.
SCAD’s Jenny Vigilante earned medalist honors, firing a
77 on Tuesday for a 36-hole total of 153 and finishing ahead
of Shorter’s Daniela Vargas (154) and Northwood’s (Fla.)
Jenny Lu (156).
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MICHAEL PYLE, WHO GRADUATED last May, signed a contract to
play in Australia’s Big V basketball league. Pyle earned FSC Player of
the Year honors in his senior season at Embry-Riddle.

DAYTONA
BEACH,
Fla.
— Former Embry-Riddle basketball
standout and Father Lopez High
School product Michael Pyle has
signed a contract to play with the
McKinnon Cougars in Australia’s
Big V basketball league.
The Big V is described one of the
largest semi-professional basketball
league structures in the world. The
league, which was established in
1987, has 102 men’s and women’s
teams and four different levels of
play. The Cougars’ franchise is
located in Oakleigh, which is just
outside of Melbourne in the southern part of Australia.
Pyle, who graduated from EmbryRiddle in May 2006, played two
seasons with the Eagles after transferring from Florida Tech. In 200405, he averaged 16.3 points and
recorded 11 double-doubles to earn
NAIA third-team All-American and
All-Florida Sun Conference honors.
He also became the third ERAU
basketball player to be named the
league’s Newcomer of the Year and
was named the FSC Player of the
Week three times.
As a senior in 2005-06, the 6-6
forward was tabbed as the FSC
Player of the Year and earned firstteam All-American honors. He finished the season first in the league
in double-doubles (10), second in
rebounding (8.3 rpg), second in
field goal percentage (.568) and
fourth in scoring (14.8 ppg), and
joined the Eagles’ 1,000-point and
500-rebound clubs, achieving the
feat in just two years at ERAU.
Pyle is expected to see his first
action with the Cougars in this
weekend’s Frankston Tournament.

Men’s tennis cleans house
Alison Smalling

ERAU Sports Info. Dept.
DAYTONA BEACH, Fla. — The
fourth-ranked Embry-Riddle men’s
tennis defeated the Gold Nuggets of
Xavier (La.) 8-1 at the Crotty Tennis
Complex on Saturday. The win puts
the Eagles at 9-1 on the year, while
Gold Nuggets fall to 5-5.
Doubles action saw Mislav Hizak
and Konstantin Lazarov down Terry
Richardson and Mario Myles 81, and Tomoaki Yasuda and Luke
Maricic top Vusumzi Kempele and
Thomas Fugate 8-3. At No. 2 doubles, Carlos Bes and Sean Winbauer
fought back from a 6-3 deficit to win
8-6 and put the Eagles up 3-0 heading into singles.

Bes was the first to wrap up his
singles match at the No. 2 position
with a 6-1, 6-0 win over Myles.
Lazarov was the next to finish,
clinching the Eagles’ victory with a
6-1, 6-2 defeat of Richardson at the
top spot.
Maricic was next off the court
registering a 6-3, 6-1 victory over
Cameron Knowles at the fourth
position, and Yasuda was close
behind with a 6-4, 6-2 win at No. 3.
No. 6 singles saw freshman
Michael Weiss take the court for the
first time this spring. After dropping
the first set 7-5 to Fugate, Weiss
rebounded to take the second set
6-2 and went on to win the third
set 11-9.
Xavier avoided the shutout as
Kempele topped Blake Hollis 6-4,

6-2.
The Eagles take a brief rest before
returning to the courts for four
matches in five days, beginning on
Tuesday with a 3:30 p.m. match
against No. 16 Shorter.

CHRIS TEZAK/AVION

Women’s tennis wins 5-4 at home
Alison Smalling

ERAU Sports Info. Dept.

ADAM WRIGHT/AVION

DAYTONA BEACH, Fla. — In a
contest that came down to the very
last singles match, the 11th-ranked
Embry-Riddle women’s tennis
team pulled out a 5-4 upset of No.
9 Xavier (La.), Saturday at the
Crotty Tennis Complex. The win
pulled the Eagles even at 5-5 on
the year, while the Gold Nuggets
fell to 7-2.
The Eagles started off by winning
two of the three doubles match-ups.
Hana Im and Kerinn Meisenbach
won 8-4 over Dominique Bell and
Colleen McArthur at No. 2, and
Marga Rico Jimenez and Anna

Haller downed Jihanna Mughnee
and Alexandra Broussard 8-3 at the
third spot.
Xavier picked up a point at No.
1 doubles as Yuliem Dominguez
and Angelina Callis bested Natalie
Anaya and Lindsay Kurtz 8-4.
The first three singles matches
off the court saw Xavier come out
on the winning side as 14th-ranked
Bell topped Im 6-2, 6-3 at No.1,
Dominguez downed Anaya 6-2, 6-3
at No. 2, and Callis picked up a 7-5,
6-2 win against Kurtz at No. 3.
Both singles matches at the
fourth and fifth positions were
three-set battles. After falling 6-2
in the first set, Rico Jimenez came
back to win the second 6-2 and
easily dispatched Mughnee 6-0 in

the third.
At No. 4 singles, Meisenbach
lost a close first set 7-6. But
she also was not daunted as she
downed McArthur 6-1, 6-2 in the
next two sets to pull the team score
even at 4-4.
The deciding match was at the
sixth spot between ERAU freshman Sara Abraul and Broussard
and was the last singles contest to
take the court. Unaware that hers
was the deciding match, Abraul
calmly defeated Broussard 6-3, 6-4
to give the Blue and Gold the win.
The Eagles take a brief rest
before returning to the courts for
four home matches in five days,
beginning on Tuesday with a 3:30
p.m. match against No. 14 Shorter.
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Campus construction Representative of the Month

Nate Clapper

SGA President
The pace of construction on campus has been moving along at a solid
pace. The new residence hall will
be completed in time for the fall
semester, and will provide 256 new
on-campus beds for students. The
Housing Department is very excited
for the addition of the new building, as the rest of the campus. The
new academic building that is being
constructed between the simulation
building and the Willie Miller instructional center is on track and should be
completed on time, with an expected
completion date of December 2007.
The new fitness center adjacent to the
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ERAU pool is also is on schedule,
with an expected completion sometime during the Summer B term.
Other construction projects have
been started as a result of the damage sustained on Christmas Day. The
glass for the damaged windows in the
COA and the Lehman building has
been ordered, but is in short supply,
thus causing the delay in repair. The
ICI Center also received damage to
the gym floor, roof, lobby, and east
exterior wall. Repairs are underway;
however, a reopening date is yet to
be set. Many lights on campus were
destroyed, primarily on Legacy
Walk. Additionally, the lights in the
Concorde parking lot (the lot closest to Spruance Hall) are also not

working as they use electricity from
Spruance Hall, which was shut off
after the tornado. Temporary lighting
has been set up on Legacy Walk, as
well as two portable light units have
been placed around Spruance Hall to
fix these issues. If there additional
locations in need of lighting, please
stop by the SGA office, UC 104, for
a cup of coffee and let us know.
As everyone has been aware
of since the start of the semester,
Spruance Hall took quite a hit. All of
the work on the building that has been
observed over the last three months
has been in an effort to protect the
structure from any further damage or
deterioration. This includes the patching of holes in the exterior walls and
windows with plywood, the re-sealing of the roof to prevent leaks, and
the removal of all interior drywall,
carpeting, and anything else that
could hold moisture and then mildew
or mold. It is important to know that
all of these repairs are at the expense
of the insurance company in an effort
to fully test all building systems, such
as heat and air conditioning, fire suppression systems, and electricity and
data lines.
These repair efforts on Spruance
Hall are nearly complete and the
systems will be tested over the next
several weeks. After the tests are
complete, the insurance company will
then determine the amount of damage
caused by the tornado, and adjust
their estimate of repairs accordingly.
It is hoped that the final evaluation of
Spruance Hall will be completed by
the first week or two of April.
If you have any questions about the
construction on campus, please stop
by the SGA office, or send me an
email at sgapres@erau.edu.

Bike lane expansion project
Harshad Lalan

Student Representative
New hope for the bike lane on
Clyde Morris
It was not too long ago when the
bike lane project seemed a distant
future. The number of students using
the bike lane has increased in the last
couple of months, but the condition
of the bike lane has not improved at
all. In fact, using the lane has gotten
more unsafe with increased traffic,
bike week and no maintenance work
on the lane.
Initially, it seemed that the new
bike lane would not be a reality until
2013/14. I, personally was about to
give up on this project, when there
was no considerable progress after
all the efforts put in. In a final effort
to push the project, the ERAU SGA
decided to give a presentation about
this issue to the Volusia County MPO
board where we got a lot of support
from the board, and most importantly
Commissioner Dwayne Taylor. He
personally came to the SGA Student

Representative Board meeting the
very same day and assured to help us
in any way possible.
The very next day, I got a call
from the Florida Department of
Transportation (FDOT) that they
were already looking into cleaning up
the mud and grass from the bike lane
and filling the potholes. According to
them, it would take up to four to five
weeks to complete the task. When I
asked about putting street lights on
the road, the maintenance department
said that it was not financially feasible to do so, as the road is going to be
rebuilt in the next five to six years.
At that time however, the FDOT
also informed us about a project to
resurface Clyde Morris Blvd. Our
proposal now, is to build the new
bike lane along with the resurfacing
project, which is scheduled to start
in February 2008. The contractor
responsible for resurfacing the project will be providing us the estimated
costs to construct the new bike lane.
As Clyde Morris is a state road, the
funding for this has to come from
FDOT, Volusia County and the city of

Daytona Beach. Our job now was to
convince all these organizations that
we, the students of Embry Riddle
need the bike lane for our safety, no
matter how much it costs to built it.
In an effort to do so, we presented
the case to the City Commission at
the City Hall meeting on March 7.
SGA will continue it efforts until
we see the new bike lane on Clyde
Morris Blvd.
I personally would like to thank all
of you who filled out the petition in
the SGA office to make Clyde Morris
safe. The possibility of having the
bike lane in 2008 would not have
been possible without your support.
Until the bike lane is in place, we
have some bicycle reflectors, safety
kits, reflecting tags to give for free
to students who walk/bike in the
night. This will keep you visible in
the dark and ensure safety. Please
ask for them at the front desk in the
SGA Office. Please contact me with
any questions/ concerns or any incidents regarding Clyde Morris which
would help me accelerate the project
at harshad.lalan@erau.edu.

Task Foce One gives blankets
Angeline Raneiri

Student Representative
Earlier this month, Task Force
One made blankets for Binky Patrol.
Binky Patrol is a national non-profit,
all-volunteer organization that makes
handmade blankets for children and
teens who are underprivileged, sick in
hospitals, HIV positive, in foster care
or experiencing any other trauma.
Binkies are handmade blankets that
can be sewn, knitted, crocheted or
quilted. Simple or fancy, as long as
they come from the heart, they are
perfect. These blankets remind children that they are loved and provide a
sense of warmth and security.

TFO had 18 Embry-Riddle
Students participate in the hour
and half long event that created 21
blankets and logged over 27 man
hours of community service. TFO
took over room A115 on Thursday,
March 1 to hang out and do some
good for the community at the same
time. “It is really encouraging to see
such a strong turn out to a community
service event,” said Task Force One
President Bryan Dietz. “The enthusiasm by TFO members even on a
Thursday night while making blankets really says a lot for the future of
Embry-Riddle.” Members from the
Student Representative Board as well
as SGA President Nate Clapper and
SGA Vice President Shawn Storey

joined TFO for the event.
This event builds on the momentum
of Task Force One’s Winter Palooza
last December that attracted over 400
students for free food, an inflatable
obstacle course and a free Touch-NGo movie. TFO continues their work
on campus with the Block Party on
April 14 for all students. The event,
called Spring Splash, will include
inflatable jousting competitions, free
food, EaglesFM music and prizes for
all in attendance. If you are an aspiring
first-year student wishing to become a
part of Task Force One please come
by their meetings Mondays at 8:30pm
in the SGA Conference Room or email TFO President Bryan Dietz at
Bryan.Dietz@erau.edu

Come see your SGA in action
Josh Saunders

Student Representative
The
Student
Government
Association is proud to announce
their first annual All SGA Day. The
SGA will be hosting this event in a
large tent on the West Lawn on April
16 from 11 a.m. to 4 p.m. In previous years, the SGA has held separate
forums for each college represented
on the Student Representative Board.
This year, the Student Representative

Board chose to hold all of our forums
together under one roof. In addition
to each college being represented,
each branch and division of the SGA
will be represented. Our friends from
the Student Court will be available to
answer questions regarding everything from parking rules to advice
on personal safety. Also present will
be the Student Finance Board, with
advice for any club or organization
in need of funding. In addition to all
the arms of SGA, we will be presenting an opportunity for students to

give their thoughts and feedback on
various professors through a ratemy-professor.com kiosk. The Student
Representative Board is proud to be
supported in this endeavor by the
students of Task Force One; many
of these students will be assisting in
representing their various colleges.
The SGA would like to take this
opportunity to invite each of you
come out for some free food and
an opportunity to find out all you
need to know about your Student
Government! See ya there.

Shawn Storey

SGA President
Each month, I have the distinct
privilege of bestowing special recognition on a Student Representative
Board (SRB) Member that has gone
above and beyond the call of duty.
It has been my experience that this
is not an easy task; all of the members of the Representative Board
have been hard at work for the
student body and the community
in an attempt to improve life in and
around ERAU. In this stead, however, there has been one individual
who has risen to the top of the list.
Evan Halbhuber is a representative for the College of Business
and also runs the Environmental
Awareness Committee here on the
SRB. Recently, her committee has
been hard at work on a program
to adopt a road in Volusia County

for the ERAU SGA. The purpose efforts. Her work in this regard has
is to take the available manpower been phenomenal and well worthy
that we have on the SRB and make of the Representative of the Month
the county a little better place for for February award.
everyone. In December, we were
Evan has always been a force on
given final approval to
the SRB. Her positive
take over the Bellevue
demeanor and her can-do
Avenue
Extension,
attitude have made her an
west of Clyde Morris
invaluable asset to both
Boulevard between the
me personally and the
Clyde Morris intersecSRB as a whole. She is
tion and a mile toward
an excellent student leadthe airport. On February
er and a wonderful role
24, the SRB put on their
model for each of us as
work gloves and spent
human beings. Her depth
Evan
four hours in the mornof caring for each individHalbhuber
ing cleaning up. It was a
ual and the environment is
fantastic opportunity and
to be lauded and praised,
a great way to show the Student Rep. and it is my pleasure to
students of ERAU care
reward her for her efforts
about the local community. The in this manner. So if you see Evan
key to this great accomplishment around campus or here in the SGA
was Evan’s hard work to get the Office, please be sure to give her
road adopted in the first place and your congratulations for a job well
to plan and organize the clean-up done! She certainly deserves it.

Fin. aid student debt
Nate Clapper

SGA President
As many students are aware,
Embry-Riddle
Aeronautical
University’s
Daytona
Beach
Campus ranks at the top of the list
in Aerospace Engineering for universities that offer a bachelors and
a master’s degree. Unfortunately,
Embry-Riddle also ranks number
one for the average student debt upon
graduation, with the average being
nearly $52,000, to include both flight
and non-flight students. In order
to combat this important issue, the
Student Government Association,
along with ERAU administration and

staff, came together last semester and
created the Task Force on Student
Debt. Using focus groups of EmbryRiddle students as well as examining
ERAU’s financial aid policies and
other peer universities programs, the
Task Force developed nearly 20 suggestions for the University administration to focus on in an effort to
reduce student debt. From this list,
the University administration has
determined the cost of each suggested
new program or change to an existing
program, and also the value to the
students in lowering the overall cost
of an ERAU education. This information will be presented to the board of
trustees at their March 31 meeting for
consideration. While it is not possible

to approve every suggestion, the goal
of both the administration and the
board of trustees is to reduce the debt
load of ERAU graduates as much as
possible.
In addition to these efforts to
reduce costs, the SGA’s Student
Representative Committee has
formed a subcommittee to examine
the issues involved with financial
aid. This committee is working with
the Financial Aid office to streamline
many of the issues that students find
frustrating. In conjunction with these
efforts, the Director of Financial Aid
Barbara Dryden, has created a committee comprised of students and
staff to improve the financial aid
process for all students.
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Stand Up!

Coming back for seconds

So why are there no letters-to-the-editor this week?
Because you, as a campus, are lazy. When this page is
empty something is wrong, and we cannot do anything
about it except plead with you. No person on this campus
is without complaints and this is the place to voice them.
Submit your opinions to avion.newsroom@gmail.com
and get the frustrations out. We know you have them.

Student Forum

In the realm of the ridiculous, up while with his second wife, led to
near the very top stands a man who the marriage of his third wife, a
can only be compared with the former aid and a woman 20 years
animal that shares his name: Newt Gingrich’s younger. This seems to
Gingrich. Slimy, sneaky, occasion- be a shining example of a person
ally annoying, and usually found I want running the country. Even
in less then hospitable
more amazing is the party
conditions, Mr. Gingrich
he claims to be hailing
has come back into the
from.
limelight. With a posA party that I thought
sible presidential bid
held moral values and
hanging over his a head,
faith above all else. A
he decided it was a good
party I thought was all
time to confess his many
about small government,
affairs.
conservative
spendThe best one of these
ing and free enterprise.
Chris
affairs would be the one
The more I read in the
Tezak
he had while being the
news, the more I get the
leading voice in the torimpression this party,
Columnist
rent against Bill Clinton’s
the Republican party,
dirty deeds. They should
may have lost its way
put his picture next to hypocrite in sometime about 10 years ago. The
the dictionary, because that is what party that spawned the idea of an
I call textbook. But this is only one amendment banning gay marriage
affair. Another foray into adultery, and flag burning, and is always

encumbered by the fight against
abortion, so quickly embraces a
person who is on his third wife.
This party seems so quick to forgive when one for its own is under
question, but someone from another party, religion, or social view, I
guess, does not get the benefit of
the doubt.
On another quick note, I have
seen some disturbing articles
talking about the possibility of a
pardon for Scooter Libby. If this
happens, I hope this country stands
up as one, marches to Washington
and invokes swift populist justice.
Having a judicial system that means
nothing is one of the worst things
a government, especially one that
values any sort of representation,
can sustain. A Libby pardon would
be a Bush death knell, and we will
see if comes sooner, later, or if he
does the smart thing for once and
lets him serve his time.

The Avion asks: “What are your plans for Spring Break?”

—Compiled by John Bonnani

Chris Brinkley
Junior
Aerospace Engineering

Larry Nicastro
Junior
Aerospace Engineering

Johann Schrell
Junior
Aerospace Engineering

Sarah Bible
Sophomore
Aerospace Engineering

Aaron Ramirez
Senior
Aerospace Engineering

Nick Varkey
Junior
Aerospace Engineering

“Panama City.”

“Skydiving and Panama
City.”

“Stay out of trouble.”

“Finally go to the beach
again.”

“Going home to Fort Walten
Beach.”

“Not sure.”
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FAA proposes next big Fat-fueled jets:
way
of
the
future?
step: satellite based ATC NCSU

New GPS
system results
in serious cost
increase for
GA pilots

of the exact amount, the FAA says
the new system will reduce the
required separation, which will
allow for triple the aircraft in the
airspace system. It can currently
accommodate about 5,000.
The new system comes at a cost,
however.
The FAA wants to “generate revenues based on the costs that users
impose on the air traffic system,”
said Takemoto. In other words,
the general aviation community,
Brian Asbury
which only pays for three percent
of the FAA’s budget, although
Aeronautica Editor
comprises 11 percent of air traffic cost, equating a 400 percent
The
Federal
Aviation increase in costs.
Administration is looking to
The FAA proposes that 53 permodernize the air traffic control cent of their budget would come
system by implementing a satellite from user fees, 28 percent from
based system. The FAA says the fuel and international passenger
new GPS based system will more taxes and 19 percent from the
accurate
and
federal governquickly pinpoint
ment. This is
an
aircraft’s
down from the
location, even
exisiting
25
in reference to
percent that the
... it doesn’t to any
other aircraft in
federal governgood ... if you don’t
they sky.
ment provides,
The air traffic
with the general
have room to land
system has taken
aviation comthem.
several big steps
munity taking
in upgrading its
the biggest hit
- DOUG CHURCH
technology since
in costs.
its original conA
survey
ception in 1926
showed
that
moving
from
if the cost the
bonfires on the ground to flags. individual pilot pays does in fact
Radar has been used for the past quadruple, nine out of 10 GA
several decades and “satellite tech- pilots would quit flying.
nology is the next leap,” said Paul
Increased cost is not the only
Takemoto, an FAA spokesman in problem with the new system. The
Washington.
FAA wants to accommodate three
Officials said the technology will times as many planes in the air
allow planes to fly closer together without making the same amount
while reducing the potential for an of space available on the ground.
accident. The current radar system
“Controllers love new technoltakes about five seconds to update ogy and want to see the next great
while the new satellite system will system com along, but it doesn’t
update every second with greater do any good to put three times
accuracy. This will allow for as many aircraft in the sky if you
reduced separation minimums.
don’t have room to land them,”
Currently, there is a required said Doug Church, a spokesminimum three-mile separation man for the National Air Traffic
between aircraft, with the sepa- Controllers Association. Takemoto
ration increased to five miles at says they are pushing for more
altitude. Although they are unsure space on the ground.

engineers turn
fat into jet fuel
David Scotland
Staff Reporter

Engineers at North Carolina
State University have discovered
a way to turn fats – of any variety
– into a variety of fuels, including
jet fuel.
Centia, as the engineers have
named it, derived from the Latin
words for “green power,” is a
unique process they have received
provisional patents for that can
transform almost any lipid (fat)
- whether it be animal fat, canola
oil, soy beans or even algae – into
fuel through a four-step process.
The process has some significant
advantages over current bio-fuel
production processes. First, the
fuel is produced in a 100 percent
green process, recycling what
other production methods consider
waste products, to help produce the
fuels. The process also does not

“

use any petroleum products and
uses half the amount of external
energy. Centia also allows for the
flexibility to not only produce jet
fuel, but bio-diesel and other similar petroleum fuels. Additionally,
since the process does not require
a specific type of fat, as prices of
certain fat sources such as canola
oil fluctuate the production can
shift to using animals fats or other
sources of fat.
Perhaps, the biggest achievement
for these engineers is the ability to
create competitively-priced jet
fuel using the Centia technology.
Jet fuel has, in the past, proven to
be a challenging fuel to replicate
with renewable fuel technology
due to the constraints of the fuel.
Jet fuels must be able to flow and
burn effectively not only at sea
level, but also at altitudes in excess
of 30,000 feet, where temperatures
routinely reach 70 degrees below
zero on the Fahrenheit scale.
Diversified Energy Corp. has
been awarded the exclusive worldwide license with North Carolina
State University to market and sell
the technology. No timetable has
been released announced yet as to
when the process will be commercially available.

”
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NASA says more needs to Atlas 5 soars with Orbital Express
be done to hunt asteroids
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NASA is ready
and able but
underfunded
Peter Richardson
Staff Reporter

It is a beautiful day except for a
large, ever-growing fireball in the
western sky. More and more people
look up at the flaming object as it
comes streaking across the sky. It
zooms overhead, a large glowing
ball with a smoky tail.
A few seconds later a sonic boom
follows, temporarily deafening
everyone outside. As the spectacle
is finally out of view there is a
few moments of silence until utter
chaos ensures. The killer asteroid
is here.
This scene is not as far off as it
may seem. Large, potentially killer
asteroids are a threat that NASA
and the U.S. Congress take very
seriously. In 2005 Congress charged
NASA with setting up a program to

search for at least 90 percent all of
the asteroids that could be a potential threat to the planet Earth.
Unfortunately, NASA this week
announced that although they are
technically capable of completing
the project on time, they do not
have the funding allocated in their
budget to fund it.
“We know what to do, we just
don’t have the money,” said Simon
“Pete” Worden, director of NASA’s
Ames Research Center.
Earth got a bit of a scare in 2004
when NASA announced that it was
likely a doomsday asteroid would
be coming close enough in 2029
to cause problems, and could possibly hit.
NASA later corrected its statement saying the 2029 encounter
would be safe, as would another
encounter with the same asteroid
in 2036.
But it was because of this scare
that Congress added asteroid hunting to the long list of NASA projects. NASA is already tracking over
700 objects 3,000 feet or bigger but
now has to add objects that are over
450 feet to that list.
A 3,000 foot asteroid impact-
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ing with Earth could cause damage on an Armageddon-like scale.
Such a large impact would be
equivalent to 100 million tons
of dynamite and would cause
large scale devastation to the entire
Earth ecosystem.
Such an impact is the leading
theory to explain the extinction of
the dinosaur species over 65 million years ago.
The smaller 450-foot object
would still have the destructive
power to level a city and cause
mass damage to a large portion
to the planet. It is these smaller
objects that are much more numerous, and harder to track, which are
considered by experts to be the real
threat.
There is little doubt that this
planet should be concerned with
these large pieces of space rock,
but at the moment NASA is the
only large agency with any sort of
search going on.
NASA hopes to get some additional funding for this vital program
from Congress and also hopes to
inspire international cooperation
from some of the other space-faring nations.

Japan launches latest spy satellite
Kira Vuille-Kowing
Staff Reporter

Japan launched the last of four
reconnaissance satellites last Feb.
24, completing the establishment
of a spy satellite network after
nearly a decade of trying.
The launch has reconfirmed
Japan’s status as a major player in
the Asian space race. The network
will be capable of peering down at
any point on the planet. The country will also be significantly less
reliant on the United States for spy
satellite data.
“I welcome the success of
the launch,” said Prime Minister
Shinzo Abe. “And I hope Japan’s
space program will mark results
that are appropriate for a leading
nation in space.”
The Japanese spy satellite pro-

gram began in 1998 after North
Korea launched a missile over
Honshu, Japan’s main island. Since
its establishment, the program had
been riddled with various setbacks and problems, including an
incident with Japan’s second spy
satellite in 2003 where the launch
vehicle exploded.
Bad weather prevented last
Saturday’s launch three times
before it finally lifted off from
the island of Tanegashima. It has
attained orbit successfully, according to officials.
“The satellite will undergo a
three-month test period,” said
Yasuhiro Itakura of the Cabinet
office in charge of the program. “
But it is functioning fine so far.”
Competition from other countries
has influenced Japan’s goals in
space. Pakistan tested an advanced
long-range missile the same week.

India’s rocket development efforts
continue to advance. Most notably,
China blasted a satellite out of
orbit using a ground-based missile
last month.
“With China planning a moon
mission and rapidly improving its
space program, Japan is at a crucial stage,’’ The Nikkei, a major
business daily, said in an editorial.
“We must continue to have successful launches.’
Though Japanese crew members
have flown on U.S. Space Shuttle
flights, Japan itself has not sent
astronauts into space.
Critics have accused Japan’s
spy satellites as inferior, citing
that the quality of their photos are
poor compared to the satellites of
the U.S. But improved models are
scheduled to launch in 2009, after
the first two satellites complete
their five-year life span.
Advertisement

ROBERT KEITH/AVION

AN ATLAS 5 ROCKET blazes into orbit off Launch Complex 41 at Cape Canaveral at 10:10 p.m.
EST Thursday evening, in this time-lapse photo. Six satellites, including two large ones known
collectively as Orbital Express, a mission designed to test autonomous docking and refuelling
techniques for satellites, were placed into two separately inclined orbits on the successful mission.
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‘Reno 911!’ goes to Miami for spring break

The convention center is quarantined off
indefinitely, resulting in the Reno officers
taking over as the Miami police force.
Their duties as the Miami officers include
keeping peace in the city and trying to find
out who is behind the chemical attack at
the convention center.
In typical fashion, the rag-tag team of
cops do an exceptionally horrible job at
pretty much everything they do, crashing
cars, mutilating a beached whale and unintentionally killing people left and right.
After a slew of screw-ups, they eventually stumble upon who is behind the
convention center terrorist attack. The
cops then proceed to chase him down in
a procession of golf carts (while cars pass
them in the fast lane), in what is probably
Reno 911!: Miami
the funniest police chase you’ll ever see
in a movie.
Trying to incorporate a plot into a show
that normally is just a series of improvised
skits felt a bit forced and lacked any real
substance. But all in all, the movie is
full of quick gags and ridiculous quips
Nicole Titus
like when Lt. Dangle says “We’ve got
an officer down! Get a wet nap, people!”
Entertainment Editor
There are also some surprising cameo’s
including Danny Devito, The Rock and
If you go see “Reno 911!: Miami” everyone’s favorite roller-skating gay
expecting to see an amazing and larger- prostitute, Terry.
One of the most ridiculously funny but
than-life film, I guarantee you won’t be
crude scenes in the
pleased. But, if you
movie occurs when
have mediocre expecthe Reno crew
tations for an 84-minheads back to their
ute long movie, you
trashy motel after
will laugh and defia night of partynitely be amused.
ing and drinking.
The film begins
After
crossing
when the incompeeach other’s paths
tent cops from the
and engaging in
TV series are invited
short
drunken
to attend a police
LT.
DANGLE
interactions, they
convention in Miami.
all proceed back
They hop on a bus and
to their rooms
road trip their way to
Florida. They arrive for some fun in the and simultaneously masturbate with their
sun, only to stumble upon a bioterrorist room shades wide open.
I certainly don’t regret seeing “Reno
attack unfolding at the convention center,
where, coincidentally, every police officer 911,” but I’m sure the father of the 10is inside, except of course, the Reno cops. year old who was sitting behind me in the

“

We’ve got
an officer down!
Get a wet nap
people!

”

PHOTO COURTESY 20TH CENTURY FOX

‘300’ movie gets a ‘gorrific’ review
‘Zodiac’ makes a
killing in the theaters

The case and the movie begin with
two pairs of lovers who are slaughtered
on “lover’s lane,” followed by the killer
calling his own murders in to the police.
He continues to kill and instead of calling
in the murders, he starts to send letters
to the local papers. “The San Francisco
Chronicle” is the on-screen receiver of the
letter, as well as two other newspapers.
To prove that he is the killer of the two
pairs of couples he details things that only
the police would know. The killer sends a
cipher and demands that all three newspapers must publish it on the front page otherwise he will go on a killing spree, also
noting that his name is in the cipher.
We are now introduced to the young dad
of
two who is the editorial cartoonist at the
Zodiac
“Chronicle,” Robert Graysmith, played by
Jake Gyllenhaal. The cipher peaks his
interest in the newspaper meeting and this
is the beginning of his obsession. Not the
only one to become fixated on the killer,
the “Chronicle’s” crime beat columnist,
Paul Avery, played by Robert Downey Jr.,
Erin Roberts
begins to investigate the case and cipher.
After another killing, another letter is
Campus Editor
sent, this time with a piece of fabric from
the victim. The two detectives in charge of
Based on true events and a true killer, the case, Inspectors Toschi and Armstrong
“Zodiac” is the story of a San Francisco (Mark Ruffalo and Anthony Edwards) are
Bay area killer who terrorized people for baffled by the new developments of the
over 10 years with multiple murders, swal- case. The killer’s patterns are changing.
lowing the lives of those investigating the In this letter, the killer now starts to call
himself the Zodiac.
case.
Time flies quickly in this
film, three moths later, one
year later, four years later.
The case remains open for
many, many months, and
therefore many hours. While
it does seem to drag on, the
film is smartly made. The
detail in all of the characters
is very thorough and unique
to each. Every character
adds another link in the
chain of a gripping obsession, changing and, in some
cases, destroying lives.
The letters and the killings
continue, the investigators
and Graysmith continue to
look at every suspect and
try to put all of the pieces
together. Futile efforts by
very determined detectives
make the movie frustrating
as the killer always seems to
be right in front of you.
This movie is not necessarily a great one, more
of a run-of-the-mill crime
move, based on a true story.
However, it adds new and
interesting twists and turns
and more of a mystery-puzzle effect, and with so many
great actors, the movie turns
PHOTO COURTESY MIRIAD PICTURES
out to be fairly satisfying.

PHOTO COURTESY WARNER BROS.

300

Billy Sohl

Guest Reporter
I feel obligated to inform you that there
is no way to accurately review 300 in
words; it’s just too amazing.
Frank Miller’s graphic novel, and this
retelling of it, are based on the legendary battle of Thermopylae, where 300
Spartans, lead by King Leonidas, guarded
Greece against the Persian army for three
days, as Athens perpared a naval attack
that drove them home.
This is not the story of Thermopylae,

this is a story of 300 men who were born
to kill for what they believed and them
excercising that ability with feriocious
ease. It does not aim for historical accuracy but rather to honor the ideals that
stand means.
If you thought “Gladiator” was violent,
then these Spartans will laugh at you. If
you
thought
“Sin City” was
extreme, these
Spartans will
laugh at you.
It is an hourand-a-half long
trip
through
violence, sex,
betrayal
and
more violence.
But the movie
was filmed in
such an elegant
manner that my
jaw was on the floor from the first scene.
This film manages to reinvent the way
in which violence can be used in a movie.
The Spartans seem not to fight, but to
dance, as they slay wave after wave of
Persians.
No movie I have ever seen holds a candle
to the gore in this move. Multiple beheadings, men skewered on spears and arrows,
and dismemberment were common during
almost any five-minute period. There is
literally a wall of bodies and absolutely no
prisoners in the entire course of the move.
Though the cast is not exactly star-studded, they all did an
exceptional job in their roles.
Gerard Butler, playing King Leonidas,

and Vincent Regan, playing the Captain,
both stood out and gave incredibly forceful performances.
The dialogue as a whole was far more
dramatic than most and tended to overacted, but that added to the film rather than
detracted from it. They also managed to
work in some humor, without truly softening the movie.
The music
and score was
not typical of
you
average
ancient
war
movie either.
It was quite
as common to
hear a heavy
metal
guitar
riff as a classical orchestra.
Along
with
this, some of
the voices, most notable Xerxes, were
severely altered, which adds power to the
characters.
But the most stunning part of movie
was without a doubt the cinematography.
Bursts of fast motion and slow motion
movement throughout the battle gave the
Spartans in the film and unnatural grace to
their slaughtering.
This movie is easily in the top five
movies of all time. It grabs your attention
from the start, and holds it the entire time.
If you don’t like violence or are a stickler for historical accuracy, this is not the
movie for you. But if you can handle a bit
of gore, it is one of the best movies you are
likely to see this year.
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The Riddle of Life
By Jonathan Mettin
How we spend our Spring Break
(aka another sad truth about ERAU)

By Wes Oleszewski

SUDOKU

SIMPLE

ACROSS
1 NASA’s European counterpart
4 Take a __ in the pool
7 “Leavin’ on a __ plane”
10 Halfway test
12 Picnic invader
13 Evil sea witch from “The Little
Mermaid”
14 __ Rushmore (Abbrv.)
15 German one
16 Rum cocktail: __ Tai
17 After OT in a soccer match
20 Marketing strategy
23 Sandy tanning bed
25 Director of entertainment
26 Sickness indicator
28 Give an __ and a leg
29 Injured during battle (acronym)
30 Infiltrator
32 Don’t __ on it
33 Atlantic island spring break hot
spot (pl.)
37 Upper left-most keyboard key
38 Slopes stabilizer
39 To the __ degree
40 Right __ rain
41 “When Harry __ Sally”
DOWN
1 Australian flightless bird
2 A lord or gentleman’s title
3 Paid TV promotions
4 “Sky rockets in flight. Afternoon
__”

INTERMEDIATE

INTERMEDIATE

DIFFICULT

Destination: Spring Break
5 Native of Iran
6 Afternoon clock indication
7 Caribbean island spring break hot spot
8 Stranger with candy perhaps
9 Audi model

- By Will Klein

11 Three days after Sat
16 3000
17 TV station that runs pledge drives for funding
18 Last key
19 Colloquialism of sandwich
21 Graceland’s location
22 100% plastic playing cards
24 Bookkeeper
27 Second largest city in Japan
31 Shut your __
32 Roethlisberger of the Steelers

Submit your completed crossword to our
office in SC 110. All correct entries will
be entered to win a $10 gift certificate to
Barnes & Nobles Bookstore. Entries are due
Friday by 5 p.m.
Good luck!

Last Issue

Cartoon Characters
WINNER: Christopher Marolt
33 Type of college degree
34 Person who gave birth to you
35 Top fermenting brew
36 Game, __ and match
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ROOMMATES

ROOM MATE WANTED
3/2 house. Utilities included! Close
to Riddle. Looking for a mature
non-smoker. No pets. Central heat/
air, washer/dryer, in-room cable,
DSL in room w/ wireless option,
kitchen privileges, Bedroom set
option, Available Now! Call Jason:
(386) 299-4098

Female Roomie Wanted
Nice 2 bedroom apt in the Island
Club, easy walking distance to
school and Publix, need female to
take over lease for 1 room. Can
be furnished for $100. Rent is
$450/month plus electric ($30),
no security deposit! Pool, hot tub,
tennis courts, exercise room, safe
neighborhood. Available Now!
(386) 846-7177

Beachside Apartment for Rent
Large 1 bedroom/1 bath apartment for rent in Daytona Beach,
1 block from ocean. $600/month
includes
water/sewer/trash/pest
control.
Laundry on premises.
No pets. Available Immediately.
(386) 672-0323.

Live in a House
5 miles from ERAU off Big Tree in
South Daytona. Two bedroom, two
bath (no more sharing a bathroom!),
driveway & garage (safety for your
motorcycle!), house has front and
fenced in backyard. Roommate
is a 25 year old male ERAU aero
student. Rent is $475 per person
and half of utilities. House is newly
built and efficient. Keeps bills
down. Call Jonathan for more info
or to see it. Cheaper than the dorms
(480) 206-0345

Roommate Needed
Great location, near beach. Minutes
to school. Could be 3 bedrooms,
$1,100/mo. Call (386) 589-7778.

Beachside Lease/Owner Finance
Charming 4 bedroom with study.
Hardwood floors and seperate kitchen area. See details on
w w w. 2 7 4 0 8 9 . r e n t c l i c k s . c o m
Lease for $1,500 per month or buy
using owner financing. Plenty of
parking and located very close to
the school.

Looking for Roommates
Looking for roommates to slit a 5 bed
2 bath house beachside. Less than 5
miles from ERAU. $380 plus share
of utilities: water, electricity, cable,
internet, phone. For info contact Russ
(214) 957-6139
or Jeremy (386) 214-5673

Rooms for Rent
3 Bed 2 Bath house located in South
Daytona 10 minutes from campus.
Located in quiet neighborhood
with no through traffic. Wireless
internet, full kitchen, and all
appliances are provided. $400/
mo. plus 1/3 of utilities. Call
for more info or to see house.
(570) 856-5977

Female Roommate Wanted
Desirable Port Orange:
Large
room, shared bath in 3 bedroom
duplex at Nova Road at Dunlawton.
Rent includes all utilities, cable
TV, high speed internet, washer/
dryer, screened porch, fenced yard,
garage. $550 per month. First &
security.
Available March 1st.
(386) 763-1747.

Roommate Needed ASAP
Roommate needed immediately!
Beautiful, fully furnished, 2 bedroom
2 bath apartment with pool, gym,
racquetball, and tennis courts. You
get the master bedroom/bathroom!
1 mile form ERAU! Non-smoker
and no pets please. Call ASAP
(239) 851-7271

Beachside Redone Apartment
Remodeled two bedrooms in
nice neighborhood 10 minutes
from Embry Riddle. New tiles,
carpet, brick fire place, and
outdoor screened in patio. Call
(386) 405-2540

Room For Rent in Port Orange
One room for rent in 3 bed 2
bath house about 4 miles from
campus. Occupied by 2 ERAU
students looking for a third. 2 car
garage,
washer/dryer,
wireless
internet, cable, fenced back yard.
Rent is $345/month plus 1/3 of
utilities. Available now. Call Clay
(386) 366-1665

B3
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ROOMMATES

AUTOMOTIVE

Room Available Next Semester
$350/month, utilities included.
Partially furnished bedroom (bring
own bed) and full bath/shower in
Ormond Beach pool home located
in quiet neighborhood with park
nearby and minutes to Embry- Riddle. The room has a nice view of
the pool and backyard. The house is
fully furnished, with all appliances,
ie. washer/dryer, etc. Limited storage is available. Prefer female. I
am a working professional seeking
a roommate with a similar lifestyle.
I usually only have guests on the
weekend, and the workweek is quiet. Call Cindy at (386) 334-5830,
and please leave a message.

90 AMG Mercedes Benz
Show Car, Automatic, CD, A/C,
P/S, P/B, New Transmission,
Brakes and 17” Chrome Ice
Wheels, Lorenzo Kit. Asking
6,500 obo. Call (386) 760-0819

HOUSING /
ROOMMATES

Male Roomate Wanted
Spacious 2 bedroom, 2 and half
bath townhouse located within
minutes of ERAU! Looking
for a responsible, clean, male
roommate. Available April 1st.
$550 per month, plus half utilities.
Contact Adam admsergent@aim.com
(734) 637-2094

Page

House to Rent
Port Orange, near Taylor & Clyde
Morris, 3 bedroom, 2 bath, 2 car
garage, split plan, large rooms
- 1600 sq. ft. living area, $1,150
mo, 1st & last, Available Dec. 1,
Call Bill Greene, Adams Cameron
REALTORS. (386) 478-9581.

Roomate Needed for Spring
2 bed, 2 bath apartment in Indigo
Plantation. Rent is $380 per month
plus 1/2 electric, great area close to
campus. For more information call
LeeAnn at (928) 710-8944.

Room for Rent
Available now. Room for rent in
spacious home five minutes from
campus off International Speedway.
Animal friendly. Large fenced in
yard with shady trees. Access to indoor heated pool. High speed internet, cable. Pet ok. $395 per month,
utilities included.
(386) 295-0268.

BEACHSIDE HOUSING
3 furnished rooms. Blocks from
beach at 200 Vermont Avenue.
Just 4 miles from campus. $495 $525/mo includes utilities. Call Bill
(386) 235-4748.

1998 Mirage
2 Door Coupe 5-Speed Manual,
Power
Windows
&
Locks,
CD,
AM/FM,
118k,
Great
Mileage, A/C . $2000 OBO.
(203) 216-1096

2002 Buell Blast
5000 miles, 500cc belt drive,
excellent condition, new rear
tire, well maintained, 70 mpg
average. Excellent first bike or
commuter. Light and agile. lots
of fun. Asking $2500 Call Ryan
(484) 239-1062

1998 Toyota Avalon
175,000 miles, original owner, all
paperwork included. Interior in
excellent cond.. Exterior in good
cond. Call Matt. (904) 753-0071
SERVICES OFFERRED
Tutor Avaliable (K-12)
Tutoring available for K-12
children. Graduating Senior at
Riddle, currently employed as a
tutor for Volusia County, looking
for some extra money. I will come
to you, only $25/hour. Don’t watch
your child struggle with homework
anymore! Call Christina today
(386) 846-7177

Visit us at www.avionnewspaper.com
to post your classified!
Advertisement

Graphic Design Service
Freelance graphic designer with
9 years experience and a degree
in graphic design. Interested
in designing your next logo or
business cards, please contact me at:
cowgirl_intraining@yahoo.com
MISCELLANEOUS

Miniature Dachshunds
One Male Puppy, parents on
site.
Health
certificate
and
first shots already performed.
Asking
$350.00.
Call
Rose
for
more
Info.
(386) 437-2954 or (386) 503-8149.

Household Items for Sale
Selling a used washer/dryer set.
Asking $300 obo for set. Also,
bedroom furniture set: 2 nightstands,
5 drawer dresser, and headboard
for queen/full. All are matching,
cherry wood color. Finish is
good, dresser has minor blemish.
Asking $125 for the set. Call Jeff
(386) 290-6937

Moving Sale - Bedroom Furniture
Miscellaneous bedroom furniture
including Bed, bookshelf, mini
chest, night stand and kitchen
utensils for sale. Must Sell by March
22! Willing to work with you for the
best deal. Contact Mirakel Mayoral
(978) 902-6715

Lost Backback
A tan shoulder backpack was left
in B-507 Monday afternoon. If
anyone has found it or picked
it up it would appreciated
to have it back.
Please call
(856) 889-2984

